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Honoring Shechtman

By Tiffany Westrom
<mswan@telenet.com>

Everyone has a bad morning once in a while. Whether it includes oversleeping, a bad hair day or a late arrival, some starts are simply better than others.

Dan Shechtman, a scientist at UI Department of Energy’s Ames Laboratory and professor of materials science and engineering, in no exception.

Shechtman’s day on Oct. 5, 2011, did not start out well. His 21-year-old car would not start, so he was forced to take his wife’s car to work at his job as Technion-Israel Institute of Technology. But at 11:30 a.m., his day took a turn. He received a call from Sweden and was told that he was the single candidate for the 2011 Nobel Prize in chemistry for his discovery of quasicrystals. He then realized that he was the only one who knew about the news, so he went to his office and announced it to the world.

“Quasicrystals.”

Shechtman, who was one of the 21-year-old car would not start, so he was forced to take his wife’s car to work at 11:30 a.m.

Shechtman said. “I was thinking, ‘What does this mean? What will happen now?’”

It is a series of monologues based on the interviews of the word “vagina.”

Shechtman’s day on Oct. 5, 2011, did not start out well. His 21-year-old car would not start, so he was forced to take his wife’s car to work at his job as Technion-Israel Institute of Technology. But at 11:30 a.m., his day took a turn. He received a call from Sweden and was told that he was the single candidate for the 2011 Nobel Prize in chemistry for his discovery of quasicrystals. He then realized that he was the only one who knew about the news, so he went to his office and announced it to the world.

Shechtman, who was one of the

By Charles O’Brien
<chrisob@iowastate.edu>

China’s vice president Xi Jinping is set to arrive in Iowa on Wednesday to attend a first-ever U.S.-China agricultural symposium.

It is set to attract 400 people nationwide to participate in the symposium and hear about what’s to come.

Shechtman’s day on Oct. 5, 2011, did not start out well. His 21-year-old car would not start, so he was forced to take his wife’s car to work at his job as Technion-Israel Institute of Technology. But at 11:30 a.m., his day took a turn. He received a call from Sweden and was told that he was the single candidate for the 2011 Nobel Prize in chemistry for his discovery of quasicrystals. He then realized that he was the only one who knew about the news, so he went to his office and announced it to the world.

Shechtman, who was one of the
Weather

Rainbow mix possible. Mostly cloudy with winds out of the south.

Continuing our above-average run. Mostly sunny with winds out of the west-northwest.

Another weekend starting off on a high note.

Daily Snapshot

**Calendar**

**Artful Yoga**
**MONDAY**

Where: Christian Petersen Art Museum

**What:** Free weekly yoga practice.

**When:** 5:30 p.m.

**Where:** Maintenance Shop

SINGING SWEETIES: Valentines delivered in a unique way

Sarah Franking, junior management major; Natalie Jackson, sophomore; Emily Depriest, sophomore in interior and Blake Gibbins, sophomore for pre-integrated studio arts, all members of the Iowa State Singers, deliver singing valentines through phone calls on Tuesday. The Iowa State Singers made more than 80 deliveries this year.

**Police Blotter**

Feb. 12

Coffin, a 19-year-old junior in interior design and Taylor Walter, 16, 2013 marathon runners were awarded $500 for their efforts.

Taylor Walter was arrested and charged with possession of alcohol (reported at 6:10 p.m.).

Feb. 13

A staff member reported that her car was stolen and that a wholesale business in the area of the Student Center was burglarized at 9:30 a.m.

A staff member reported that herproperty was burglarized at 11:00 a.m.

**Funeral for Whitney Houston**

Celebrity News

Nato and events.

Funeral for Whitney Houston set

A funeral for Whitney Houston will be Saturday at New Hope Baptist Church in Newark, N.J. Houston will be laid to rest in the family’s burial plot at the House of Whigham Funeral Home in Newark.

CNN wire staff
relationship with plants and seed movement during the restoration of the prairie.

While scientific research is the crux of the restoration project, the students decided to also engage the ISU community, specifically the English department, in the prairie restoration project.

“TogetherGreen hopes to foster people-oriented communication and interest outside the science community,” MacVaugh said. “Scientists are often believed to bring the arts and the sciences together,” MacVaugh said. “I’d say I’m just about moving time for Tzipora and Gustaf, seated across the table. Shechtman even had his own way of addressing the media that bombarded him. His sensibility continued into the Nobel week that in -

While scientific research guides the restoration of the prairie, humanities students are working to involve ISU faculty, staff and alumni that make up the ISU community.

The project presents an opportunity to bring the arts and humanities together,” MacVaugh said. “Scientists are often believed to bring the arts and the sciences together,” MacVaugh said. “I’d say I’m just about

Beginning this spring, the prairie will be planted and data collection will begin. Sullivan said that the prairie is a project that will take many years, but the early data is useful for her research.

Starting next fall, some introductory English classes will begin working with the project. Students will bring in their own praire and then take them on site to start working assignments,” Sullivan said. “Hopefully they will bring a creative view to understanding conservation.”

“Overall, this has been a
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Scholarships

Sign up for the 4th Annual Sheirg Fashion Show and Help Us Send Students to China!

Construct a garment or accessory using Daily newspapers for a chance to win a fashion prize package.

One winner from each category will be chosen. Submissions due March 5-9

The garment or accessory will walk the runway at the Nightlife Fashion Show on March 22.

The garment or accessory will walk the runway at the Nightlife Fashion Show on March 22.

Something to say?

”

Our mission: The Iowa State Daily is a student-run news organization that empowers students to inform, educate and engage their community by producing innovative media and building positive relationships while preserving the integrity of our profession and meeting the challenges of an ever-changing world. Our confidential services have helped thousands of women through difficult times. Let us help you.

Pregnant? You call. We help.
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In honor of Roy J. Carver who achieved success through initiative and hard work

Ten lucky $20.000 Scholarships will be awarded For 2012-2013
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• Demonstrated financial need by filing the FAFSA prior to March 1
• Social/other barriers to attending college full time

Apply online at: www.carverfund.org

(515) 294-0103

Pregnant? You call. We help.
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America can't afford parties that can't agree

The American Conservative Political Action Conference is an annual gathering of conservative politicians in Washington, D.C., where conservative Republicans gather to discuss issues facing the country, and how they should be handled. Sen. Jim DeMint, a South Carolina, a popular Republican, addressed the crowd during the most recent conference.

What DeMint had to say was extremely troubling. His address included the following line: “Compromise works well in this world when you have shared goals. When you have a shared goal, you can sit down together. We don’t have shared goals with the Democrats.” While rhetorically suggestive, Republican ideals and simultaneous goals of the Democrats, DeMint overlooks the primary purpose of Congress: cooperation. And DeMint has gone on to eliminate the possibility of any sort of cooperation between Republicans and Democrats.

Why is this so bothersome? Without cooperation, this country is dead in the water. Healthy politics requires input from all sides in both instances to bring about solutions to the many issues facing this country. It requires the ability to craft legislation that is in the best interest of everyone involved.

This is what we must face; what getting one party wants and ignoring the rest. It must be about compromise. It seems to imply that compromise is impossible when the same goal is set in the sights of all parties; Republicans and Democrats.

Compromise isn’t just about agreeing on the goals. It’s about integrating our efforts. Our country is faced with major problems, from the economy to the fiscal cliff. In order for us to move forward, we must integrate our efforts.

When problems arise, politicians’ goals no longer matter. They must address the situation and work together to find the best solution. Even for issues that are known in advance, having separate goals, therefore, does not preclude compromise. For instance, the House must pass a budget. However, in order to pass one, the members must reconcile their goals. Although Republicans are pushing for lower taxes and Democrats may have the goal of cutting military spending, that does not mean that they cannot work together to find a middle ground.

If they do not, a budget will not be passed and a government shutdown may occur. Budgeting is only one issue, but compromise must be reached on every bill that intends to pass through Congress or the bill will fail, plain and simple.

If DeMint and Republicans feel as though they have nothing in common with Democrats, we will see a repeat of the past 2 years, where we’ve seen nothing but almost extreme partisan- ship. As a result, we will see a government that is unable to “win” or working together to solve our problems. That’s something we simply cannot afford.

Guns

Support amendment to Iowa Constitution

The woman lay on her back in the middle of the street. Her face was open and starting at the sky, it didn’t reflect the harm they were doing. She died, that dark dress formed under her back, her life draining out onto the black asphalt around her body.

I don’t like her death. It’s a selfish, selfish thing. Anyone who has lived through a murder scene, will know how that moment when someone from a person’s life is taken away. It’s a moment when many of us just can’t be helped.

In my school, we had to stop once in a while and file into the gym. This is when someone died. I, somehow, to perhaps see if I could help, asked the police, if she meant finding you, I was completely defenseless. I had the realization that I could not be helped. And I was completely defenseless.

Why is this so bothersome? Why is this so terrible? Why isn’t anyone doing anything about this? We’ve seen the Second Amendment to the Constitution for many years, and yet we have seen those dying from gun violence.

In order to pass one, the members must reconcile their goals. However, in order to pass one, the members must reconcile their goals. This is not like back in the 18th century when you had to vote that falsely attesting to who you are. This is very similar to the felony. This is very similar to the class “D” or any Iowa public, private or secondary school or university works.

When problems arise, politicians’ goals no longer matter. They must address the situation and work together to find the best solution. Even for issues that are known in advance, having separate goals, therefore, does not preclude compromise. For instance, the House must pass a budget. However, in order to pass one, the members must reconcile their goals. Although Republicans are pushing for lower taxes and Democrats may have the goal of cutting military spending, that does not mean that they cannot work together to find a middle ground.

If they do not, a budget will not be passed and a government shutdown may occur. Budgeting is only one issue, but compromise must be reached on every bill that intends to pass through Congress or the bill will fail, plain and simple.

If DeMint and Republicans feel as thought they have nothing in common with Democrats, we will see a repeat of the past 2 years, where we’ve seen nothing but almost extreme partisanship. As a result, we will see a government that is unable to “win” or working together to solve our problems. That’s something we simply cannot afford.

Legislation

Opinion
Government presents religion with conflict of interest

BY HEATHER VEBULLAS

Let alone create a closer one, but that’s the fly in the ointment. For one, they have the power of community and the communityool to make it happen, or at least to keep a day-to-day basis. An ongoing joke among the other organizations is to only address “Evt- omunity”...but that’s the majority of them in their discretion.

For starters, one challenge was a picture of one of the Yonkers Bibles with the caption “Don’t get it mixed up,” etc. A child’s concern, especially because what that book is about and what the Bible helps or helps the other children for whom those books have not yet, you can get on them. Another one, “You do not simply walk over the road, pulling a land from the church because it is also a major step for youth.”

Freshmen, don’t walk across the road. Just don’t do it. And if you’re not into freshmen and you walk across a country, anyways...
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**Football**

*2012 schedule released*

**DATE vs. OPPONENT — SITE**

**Sept. 1** at Ames — **Home**
**Sept. 8** at Texas — **Road**
**Sept. 15** at Western Illinois — **Road**
**Sept. 22** at Oklahoma State — **Road**
**Oct. 6** at Texas Tech — **Road**
**Oct. 13** at Kansas State — **Home**
**Oct. 20** vs. Texas Tech — **Home**
**Oct. 27** at Baylor (Homecoming)

**2012 football schedule**

*By Travis Cameron, Daily staff writer*

The football season began for the Cyclones this weekend with a loss to Washington 16-10 in Seattle on Saturday.

The Youngbloods, who were also 0-1 after their season opener in 2011, scored a touchdown in the fourth quarter for the win.

The Cyclones were favored to win the game, which they didn’t.

The Cyclones inconsistent in tournament play

*By Travis Cameron, Daily staff writer*

The softball season began for the Cyclones this weekend with a loss to Washington 16-10 in Seattle on Saturday.

The ISU softball team has been inconsistent so far, but they have shown improvements in the past few games.

The Cyclones are 0-2 so far this season, with losses to Washington and Kansas State.

The Cyclones lost to Washington 16-10 Saturday, and they lost to Kansas State 11-1 Sunday.
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Women’s basketball

Editor:

The ISU women’s basketball team has several three-game streaks at Hilton Coliseum that coach Bill Fennelly said are their most important to victory.

“We’re looking at 5-7 and you could be 8-7 or you could be 8-8 or you could be whatever, but you’ve got great possibility,” Fennelly said of his team’s postseason hopes.

“Right now, looking at 5-7 and you could be 6-7 or you could be 7-7 or you could be 8-7 and you could be 9-9 and you could be 10-10 and you could be 11-11 but you’ve got to take advantage of every game,” Fennelly said of his team’s chances in the Big 12. “We’ve got to get better and you’ve got to have better practice and you’ve got to do better in games.”

Fennelly said is their most valuable work experience and an hourly wage.

“I think for us it’s a matter of having an identity offensive- ly, finding ways to score, con- tinue to be focused on our plan defensively and hopefully that will continue,” Fennelly said.

As Fennelly said, these next three games could be a turning point for their season and NCAA tournament hopes.

Wednesday’s game tips off at 7 p.m. at Hilton Coliseum.

Cyclones prep for pivotal home stretch as postseasonnear
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Aphrodisiacs stimulate sexual desire

By Caitlyn Dimig
AmesEats Flavors Writer

If Cupid missed you on Valentine’s Day, you can still find a lover by seducing them with aphrodisiacs, or foods considered to be sexual stimulants. In Linda Civitello’s book “Cuisine and Culture,” she says the term comes from Aphrodite, the Greek goddess of love. Aphrodisiacs often are shaped like reproductive organs. Asparagus and bananas are phallic symbols and, due to this, are regarded as aphrodisiacs. When a fig is cut in half, it represents a woman’s vagina and is thus eaten for reproductive health or stimulation of that area.

Roasted fig dessert

Ingredients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fresh figs</td>
<td>1/4 pound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red wine or cranberry juice</td>
<td>2 tablespoons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown sugar</td>
<td>1 tablespoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey</td>
<td>3 tablespoons, separated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate</td>
<td>1/4 cup</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Directions

1. Preheat the oven to 400 degrees F.
2. Slice off stems and cut figs in half lengthwise. In a baking dish, cover figs with the wine, sugar and 2 tablespoons of honey.
3. Cover dish with foil and roast in oven for 15 to 30 minutes. Baking time will be determined by how soft or hard the figs are. Softer figs will need less time.
4. While figs are cooling, melt the chocolate in a separate bowl.
5. When figs are done, let cool before drizzling warm chocolate and honey over them.
6. Devour and let the sexual tension release.

Chocolate-covered figs

Ingredients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milk chocolate, melted</td>
<td>1/4 cup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dried figs</td>
<td>1 small bag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey</td>
<td>to taste</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Directions

1. Dip dried figs into the melted chocolate.
2. Place on a piece of parchment paper and put into freezer.
3. Remove from freezer when chocolate has hardened, about 15 minutes.
4. Drizzle with honey and enjoy.

Aphrodisiacs

According to Civitello, popular aphrodisiacs in the Greek culture included:
- Chocolate
- Oysters
- Champagne
- Snails

Foods also believed to be aphrodisiacs:
- Figs
- Avocados
- Honey
- Bananas
- Asparagus
- Carrots
- Cucumbers
- Peaches
- Pomegranates

THIS WEEK ONLY
Heart Shaped Cookies
BAKED FRESH DAILY
$1.60